Utility of step sections: demonstration of additional pathological findings in biopsy samples initially diagnosed as actinic keratosis.
To discover additional diagnostic findings on step sections of biopsy samples showing features of actinic keratosis on the initial section and to correlate such findings with clinical and histological variables. Prospective study comparing initial histological findings with those noted on deeper tissue levels. University-based dermatopathology practice. Fifty-seven patients (36 men and 21 women) with biopsy samples from 69 skin lesions. Identification of additional pathological diagnoses in step sections and correlation with clinical diagnosis, size and location of lesion, history of skin cancer or immunosuppression, size and handling of specimen, and presence of ulceration on the initial level. Additional diagnostic findings were present on step sections in 23 specimens (33%), including 9 (13%) with squamous cell carcinoma in situ, 3 (4%) with basal cell carcinoma, and 2 (3%) with invasive squamous cell carcinoma. Three variables were significantly correlated with the discovery of cancer on step sections: (1) ulceration on the first level, (2) clinical diagnosis of skin cancer, and (3) history of skin cancer diagnosed by biopsy examination. The latter 2 variables were also correlated with the discovery of any additional finding, whether benign or malignant, on step sections. In biopsy samples initially diagnostic of actinic keratosis, examination of step sections contributes clinically important information. Step sections are particularly useful when a clinical diagnosis of skin cancer is present. The results of this study confirm the pathogenetic importance of actinic keratosis as a precursor to fully evolved malignant neoplasia and suggest that such lesions merit thorough histological study.